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Abstract
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) images of Taylor Glacier, in the McMurdo Dry Valleys,
Antarctica, reveal an englacial drainage system near this polar glacier’s terminus at Blood
Falls. Blood Falls is the surface manifestation of episodic releases of subglacial, ironrich, hypersaline, microorganism-bearing brine. Locating englacial brine near Blood Falls
would allow us to extract unoxidized brine in order to better understand the geochemistry
and microorganisms as a proxy for life on other planets. In the current study, we collected
a grid of GPR transects immediately upglacier from Blood Falls to locate the path by
which brine surfaces and to inform future drilling operations in search of subsurface
brine. Additionally, this study explores the extent of the subglacial and englacial brine
reservoirs and seeks to refine hypotheses about the mechanisms driving the brine to the
surface. In each of the GPR profiles, we found an englacial scattering zone located above
a break in the basal-ice reflection. Downwarping of the basal-ice reflection on either side
of the break and the break itself indicate that the scattering zone has slowed down the
electromagnetic waves and prevented their further propagation into the glacier. We
interpret this scattering zone as evidence of water-saturated and/or salty ice. A threedimensional plot of the scattering zones visible on the profiles reveals a linear trend
upglacier from Blood Falls nearly paralleling previously active brine-releasing cracks.
Our evidence suggests that the zone is a recently or currently active englacial brine
reservoir. In 2014, a team drilled near the area and successfully extracted pressurized
brine ~16 m deep and upstream from Blood Falls at -7.1°C within surrounding ice of ~17 °C. This brine temperature is consistent with the theoretical basal temperature of -7.8
°C that Hubbard et al. (2004) modeled near their hypothesized brine source 3-6 km
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upglacier from the terminus using geothermal heat flux and friction caused by ice
deformation. Further study of the GPR data has allowed us to better understand the extent
and movement of subglacial brine to the surface. Our cross-terminus traverse GPR
transect shows that the subglacial brine reservoir may, in some form, extend all the way
to the terminus and allow continuous brine release into Lake Bonney. As the subglacial
brine surfaces, our data and analyses confirm hypotheses that it follows favorable
pressure gradients up through surface cracks that penetrate the brine reservoir.
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Chapter I – Introduction
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) images of Taylor Glacier, Antarctica, uncover a
persistent englacial drainage system near the terminus of this polar glacier. Taylor
Glacier, in the northernmost valley of the McMurdo Dry Valleys, drains a portion of the
East Antarctic Ice Sheet in an arid climate with mean annual temperature of about -17 °C
(Robinson, 1984; Figure 1a-b). Frozen to its bed, Taylor Glacier exhibits an episodic,
surface seep of subglacial brine called Blood Falls on the northern edge of its terminus
(Hubbard et al., 2004; Figure 1a-b). Blood Falls is the frozen, iron oxide-rich subaerial
deposit of multiple hypersaline, microorganism-bearing brine discharges. Robert Black
and his co-worders described the November 1962 appearance of Blood Falls as a
“reddish-yellow ice cone” extending 150 m onto the perennial ice of Lake Bonney (Black
et al., 1965, p. 175). In November 2013, I observed Blood Falls as a wedge-shaped
incision into Taylor Glacier’s 30 m-tall terminus containing frozen orange-red brine
fanning out onto the Lake Bonney’s perennial ice (Figure 2).
Although several workers have observed and analyzed the Blood Falls surface
brine (Lyons et al., 2005; Mikucki and Priscu, 2007; Mikucki et al., 2009), no one has
imaged, collected, or analyzed englacial or subglacial brine. Consequently, the location
and extent of subglacial and englacial brine prior to surfacing, the mechanisms driving
the brine to the surface, and its englacial and subglacial chemistry and microbiology
remain unknown. In this study, we use GPR to image the glacier near Blood Falls in
order to locate englacial brine and to develop an understanding of its local extent and the
mechanisms that bring the brine to the surface.
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MIDGE Project
The MIDGE (Minimally Invasive Direct Glacial Exploration) research project
involves geomicrobiologists, geochemists, glaciologists, and engineers investigating the
biogeochemistry, hydrology, and geophysics of Blood Falls in an attempt to locate,
extract, analyze, and understand englacial Blood Falls brine. The current study is part of
the MIDGE project and focuses on locating englacial brine, resolving the local extent of
the brine beneath and within Taylor Glacier, and determining mechanisms that force the
brine to the glacier’s surface. Other aspects of the MIDGE project include investigating
the brine microorganisms as a proxy for life on other extraterrestrial planetary bodies,
refining hypotheses on the origin of the brine and its subsequent history, and testing a
new meltprobe, ICEMOLE, for future space exploration.
My geophysical team included our Principal Investigator Dr. Erin Pettit, her
graduate student Christina Carr, the mountaineer Cecelia Mortenson, and myself. During
our November/December 2013 field season at Blood Falls, we collected GPR, GPS,
passive seismic, and interferometric radar data. Dr. Pettit and Ms. Carr helped me with
the GPR data processing and Dr. Pettit has been an essential part of interpretations. In
this paper I will use “I” to refer to the work and interpretations that are primarily mine.
When referring to fieldwork, “we” will mean the field team and when referring to data
interpretation, “we” will mean Dr. Pettit and I.

Goals of Current Investigation
The brine’s biological and chemical composition likely alters as it passes through
the ice-atmosphere interface, resulting in surface brine that is biologically and chemically
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distinct from the source brine (Mikucki and Priscu, 2007). To date, the studies examining
the microbial life and geochemistry of Blood Falls have examined brine collected at the
surface; this study aims to aid the collection of unoxidized englacial brine to allow deeper
analysis and understanding of the brine. The first step in unoxidized brine extraction is to
acquire its englacial location. Hubbard et al. (2004) attempted to locate the brine’s source
and extent using low-resolution GPR data and thermal modeling; however, their data are
not sufficient to accurately assess the geometry of the bed at the terminus or to resolve
englacial features. In order to assist englacial brine extraction, help explain why there is
an englacial hydrologic system in a thermally classified polar glacier, and to conduct my
own geophysical investigation, I use high-resolution GPR at Taylor Glacier’s terminus to
image englacial features near Blood Falls. With the data, I aim to answer the following
three questions:
•

Assuming there is an englacial brine network, where is it located near Blood
Falls and what is its geometry? Locating the brine near Blood Falls will help
define optimal drill site locations for extracting englacial brine for further biologic
and chemical analyses.

•

What is the full extent of the Blood Falls brine within and beneath lower Taylor
Glacier? Knowing the full extent will refine our understanding of the source
environment.

•

What processes drive the englacial brine to episodically release at the glacier’s
surface? Essentially, why does englacial brine exist in Taylor Glacier? At the
terminus of Taylor Glacier, currently unidentified mechanisms are driving the
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brine to surface. At the bed of a typical glacier, pressure gradients favor liquids to
flow and exit out the terminus at the bed.

Approach
GPR is an ideal tool for studying the internal structures of glaciers because it
detects changes in debris, water, air content, and crystal-fabric structure due to the
different dielectric constants of the materials. By responding to a material’s electrical
properties, GPR helps differentiate liquid or frozen Blood Falls brine from other englacial
materials. GPR can also help determine the geometry of englacial features by recording
the reflection of electromagnetic waves from multiple locations. If reflections are
collected in a linear survey, then the shapes revealed by aligning those reflections sideby-side can be used to infer the geometry of the englacial feature. This is important for
discovering the englacial brine pathway geometry near Blood Falls and ultimately the
mechanisms by which the brine reaches the surface.

Significance
Blood Falls, besides being a poorly understood curiosity, offers an exceptional
opportunity to study: microorganisms adapted to subglacial environments, the glaciation
and sea level history of the McMurdo Dry Valleys, subglacial/englacial water in polar
glaciers, and mechanisms that move subglacial water to the surface. In an everincreasingly avid search for other life in our solar system, the study of Blood Falls brine
is extremely relevant. Blood Falls microorganisms can give us new insight into the types
of environments in which life can survive and how. Studies using geophysical techniques
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and thermal modeling are rapidly refining the environmental conditions of the brine
source currently believed to be located beneath Taylor Glacier, 3–6 km upglacier from
the terminus (Hubbard et al., 2004; Pettit et al., 2014; MIDGE project unpublished data;
Figure 1c). Given the subglacial conditions, Blood Falls microbes will make accessible
analogues for what life may exist in similar environments elsewhere in the solar system,
such as on ice-covered planetary bodies – e.g. Jupiter’s moon Europa and Saturn’s moon
Enceladus (McKay et al., 2008). Extraterrestrial bodies covered by ice may contain
underlying water-rich, life-supporting environments. GPR may be used to help find these
bodies of water and this geophysical study can contribute to the interpretation of features
in the radar data. The microbes in Blood Falls brine are particularly useful analogues
because they can be sampled near the ice surface to avoid the difficulty of drilling
through hundreds of meters of ice to penetrate the source of the brine.
Constraining the origin of Blood Falls brine through geochemical analyses will
also help to refine the glacial and sea level history of Taylor Valley and the McMurdo
Dry Valleys as a whole. It is possible that reservoirs of brine may exist beneath other Dry
Valley glaciers, but the conditions driving the brine to the surface at Taylor Glacier may
not exist elsewhere. These possible hidden brine reservoirs may affect the flow dynamics
of the glaciers and our understanding of how they may change in the future. This brings
us to the third goal of the MIDGE project, which is to investigate the presence and
movement of subglacial and englacial water in such a cold glacier. The brine may prove
easier to track through a glacier than water, given its electrical properties, and thus it may
be an ideal tool to study the poorly understood mechanisms that drive subglacial liquid to
be englacial and supraglacial.
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Chapter II -- Study Area
Location
Taylor Glacier is located in Taylor Valley, the northern-most valley in the
McMurdo Dry Valleys, where mean annual temperatures are -17 to -21 °C and
precipitation is <5 mm water equivalent per year in this frozen desert (Fountain et al.,
1999). As an outlet glacier of Taylor Dome on the East Antarctic Ice Sheet, Taylor
Glacier extends >100 km through the Trans Antarctic Mountains down Taylor Valley
(125 km long; Higgins et a., 2000; Robinson, 1984) and terminates into the west lobe of
Lake Bonney, a saline lake with perennial ice cover (Figure 1a-b). The Bonney Riegel
separates the west lobe from the east lobe of Lake Bonney. Down valley, glaciers pour
off the larger Asgard Range on the north and the Kukri Hills on the south and saline lakes
dot the valley floor until Taylor Valley opens into McMurdo Sound, part of the Ross Sea.
The McMurdo Dry Valleys are the driest cold desert on Earth and contain the largest icefree area in Antarctica (Mikucki et al., 2004).

Taylor Glaicer
Although most of Taylor Glacier’s ablation is through calving and sublimation
(Pettit in prep; Hoffman et al., 2008), summer melt does occur on the lower portion of the
glacier, evidenced by the three large surface channels with ephemeral summertime
streams that are dominant features of Taylor Glacier’s terminus (Robinson, 1984; Pettit et
al., 2014; Figure 1b). These channels die out to shallow, narrow surface depressions
1,100 m upglacier from the terminus where melt ceases to contribute to ablation
(Johnston et al., 2005). My observations in Nov.-Dec. 2013 confirm terminus crevasses
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overflowing with meltwater during the summer season. A thick layer of debris-laden
basal ice is conspicuous on the south side of the terminus and less obvious on the north
side due to a large apron of calved ice blocks at the base of the terminal cliff. Below this
basal ice layer and 300 m up on the walls of Taylor Valley lies a layer of unconsolidated
diamicton (Higgins et al., 2000). Various workers have confirmed that, for the most part,
Taylor Glacier is frozen to its bed (Hubbard et al., 2004; Higgins et al., 2000; Pettit et al.,
2014) and others go as far to thermally classify Taylor Glacier as a polar glacier
(Robinson, 1984; Kavanaugh et al., 2009; Pettit in prep).

Blood Falls and Lake Bonney
Observations (Black et al., 1965; Black and Bowser, 1968; Mickuki et al., 2004;
Carmichael et al., 2012;) confirm that Blood Falls’ appearance changes annually, for
instance there are changes in the presence/ absence of cracks upglacier from Blood Falls,
flowing/ frozen brine, incision geometry in the glacier ice, and extent of the frozen brine.
However, Blood Falls’ location at the north end of Taylor Glacier’s terminus has
remained unchanged since at least the first published observations by Black et al. (1965).
Present observations of Blood Falls include ice-cored terminal moraines wrapping from
the north side around to the front of Blood Falls (Figure 3). Additionally, pockets of brine
are entrained within the perennial lake ice near Blood Falls. Colored orange and typically
filled with dry powder when they are open at the surface, these pockets are likely
conveying brine from the surface ice to the lake water as evidenced by Lake Bonney’s
normal salinity gradient that would not allow brine in the lake water to surface into the
perennial ice (P. Doran personal communication; Figure 3).
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Separate observers have noted active brine flow in the years 1991, 1999, 2004,
2006, 2014 (Mickuki personal communication, Mickuki et al., 2004; Carmichael et al.,
2012; Pettit in prep); however, a lack of previous consistent observation leaves us yet
unable to identify temporal patterns in the active discharge. Although satellite imagery
might be used to temporally constrain episodes of active flow, the exact date of a flow
cannot yet be determined by imagery. This is due to the change in color and intensity the
brine undergoes as it undergoes photooxidation with increased summer sunlight or gets
washed away by summer meltwater (E. Pettit, personal communication). This study will
particularly reference the actively flowing December 2006 crack surveyed with GPS by
Thomas Nylen (Carmichael et al., 2012; Figure 3).
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Chapter III -- Previous Work
Background: Thermal Classification, Englacial Hydrology, and Imaging Brine
Ahlmann (1935) developed a thermal classification scheme for glaciers that, not
without problems, is still used today. Without addressing his details concerning
crystallization and firn characteristics, according to Ahlmann (1935), temperate glaciers
are at the pressure-melt temperature everywhere except in the winter when the top few
meters of ice drop below the melt temperature. Polar glaciers are below the pressure-melt
temperature everywhere at all times of year and are subdivided into two classes: highpolar and sub-polar. The former experiences no melt, whereas the latter may melt some in
the lower half of the ablation area during summer temperatures (Huang, 1990). This
classification scheme essentially implies that temperate glaciers will have englacial and
subglacial water at all times of the year and supraglacial melt during summer
temperatures. Polar glaciers should be frozen to their beds with no subglacial water and
no englacial water with an exception given to sub-polar glaciers at the terminus during
summer temperatures. Workers today use Ahlmann’s (1935) terms and definitions, but
understand that a glacier can exhibit characteristics of several of the thermal classes and
call this type of glacier polythermal (Benn and Evans, 2010). Often classified as a polar
glacier, Taylor Glacier may be better classified as a sub-polar glacier at least near the
terminus where summer melt occurs annually or as a polythermal glacier where both
temperate and polar ice coexist year round. The presence of brine does not affect the
classification of Taylor Glacier because the brine was externally emplaced and not
introduced by melting processes. The brine will, however, increase sediment
deformation, accelerate basal sliding, and change internal ice deformation by adding
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water to the system (Benn and Evans, 2010). The magnitude of the effects will depend on
the location, extent, concentration, and movement of the brine.
Given the definition of polar-classified glaciers, one would not expect to find
englacial water in a polar glacier. Even so, the remainder of this paragraph is a summary
of Benn and Evans’ (2010) section on englacial drainage systems and it gives a short
explanation of typical englacial drainage systems. This will help us put possible
mechanisms causing subglacial Blood Falls brine to surface in context. Percolation is not
a viable method for mass transport of water through glacier ice because the permeability
of unfractured glacier ice is low enough for it to act as a barrier. Instead, englacial
drainage systems are thought to be composed of small, dendritic channels or fractures
that follow theoretical pressure gradients from the surface to the bed. These systems
convey surface melt to the bed (e.g. moulins and crevasses). Englacial drainage systems
also allow basal water to surface when a pressure gradient or physical barrier pushes
water to flow towards the surface. Cracks opening at the surface can reverse normal
pressure gradients and increase ice permeability to allow englacial water to flow up and
out. Murray et al. (2000) note that, especially at a transition from warm to cold ice, where
there is a physical barrier to water flow – such as permafrost or cold ice – water will tend
to flow to the surface. With high basal water pressures, especially when they occur
beneath glaciers with longitudinally stretching ice, basal crevasses can form and also
convey basal water to the surface (Harper et al., 2010).
When using GPR to image englacial brine, certain types of reflections should be
expected, given the dielectric constant difference between water, brine, and ice. Murray
et al. (2000) found a horizontal scattering zone in the ice when using GPR to image
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Bakaninbreen Glacier, southern Svalbard that they interpreted as warm, water-saturated
ice that scatters electromagnetic waves. They also noted decreased amplitude of the basal
reflection under the thickest part of the scattering layer with a downwarping effect on the
edges of this low-amplitude section of the basal reflection. They ascribe the decrease in
amplitude to the scattering effect of the water-saturated ice and the downwarping to the
decreased velocity of wave propagation through the scattering layer. Smith and Evans
(1972) similarly note that the bottom reflection of an ice shelf is usually obscured when
there is a layer of brine (seawater) within the ice shelf. Barrett et al. (2008) conducted a
more detailed study of the same glacier in Svalbard and found the scattering zone to be a
series of smaller, individual scattering zones. They attributed each small scattering zone
to water-filled cavities along a fault plane.

Basal Conditions of Taylor Glacier
Study of sedimentary deposits and the geochemistry of Taylor Valley’s water
catchments have lead to a greater understanding of the brine’s origin. Marine deposits (>7
m.y. to >4.6 m.y.) show that eastern Taylor Valley was a deep-water fjord (600–900 m)
in the late Miocene and early Pliocene (Elston and Bressler, 1981). Coarse, water-lain
glacial deposits on the valley floor show evidence of subaerial erosion indicating a
shallowing and emergence of the fjord (2.4–1.8 m.y.) possibly due to valley floor uplift
or recession of the Ross Sea Embayment (Elston and Bressler, 1981; Mikucki et al.,
2009). This sedimentary record suggests that the substrate beneath Taylor Glacier is
sedimentary bedrock and Miocene transgressional marine deposits. Lyons et al., 2005
hypothesize that overdeepened areas along the valley floor from earlier glaciations
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trapped Miocene seawater creating a saline Greater Lake Priscu. As the valley evolved
and Taylor Glacier readvanced in the early Quaternary, Lake Bonney and Blood Falls
became the vestiges of this ancient lake (Lyons et al, 2005; Higgins et al., 2000; Black et
al., 1965).
Elemental and isotopic ratios of the brine present some contradictory evidence
concerning the hypothesis of the brine’s origin as Miocene seawater. Lyons et al. (2005)
show that the ratios of Na/Cl and Mg/Cl in Blood Falls’ discharge match those predicted
for Miocene age seawater for almost every Cl− value. The K/Cl ratios also match for Cl−
values of <250 mM. The 87Sr/86Sr ratio for Blood Falls (0.71146) is much too high for
seawater, indicating that excess 87Sr has been introduced by chemical weathering. The
high concentration of Fe3+ is also suggestive of modification of the original seawater
(Lyons et al., 2005). Furthermore, Mickuki et al. (2009) note the presence of marine
microbes that likely cycle iron and sulfur compounds to survive. The present evidence
against a seawater origin is the observation that Ca/Cl and SO4/Cl ratios that do not fall
on the Miocene seawater line (Lyons et al., 2005).
Hubbard et al. (2004) use GPR-derived geometry of Taylor Glacier’s bed surface,
the bed-reflection power derived from GPR data, hydraulic potential models of the bed,
and thermal modeling of the glacier to locate and identify the present environmental
conditions of the source of Blood Falls brine. They show that high bed-reflective-power
and pressure-melt temperature locations correlate with predicted subglacial water
pathways derived from GPR-based bed-elevation models. Water has a very high
dielectric constant compared to ice and a boundary between water and ice manifests as a
high-amplitude reflection. Thus, Hubbard et al. (2004) conclude that water is present
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underneath the tongue of Taylor Glacier in a 100 m-overdeepened part of the bed >1 km
wide and located 3–6 km upglacier of the terminus (Figure 1c). They show their
hydraulic potential models to be inconclusive concerning the hydraulic conditions of the
reservoir and thus it is unknown if the water ponds, saturates sediment, or forms a thin
film along the bed. Hubbard et al.’s (2004) basal thermal model uses estimated
geothermal heat flux and friction caused by ice deformation to evaluate basal
temperatures near the overdeepening. They found temperatures to be -7.8 °C in the
overdeepending and elsewhere to be closer to -18 °C. These temperatures alone classify
Taylor Glacier as a cold-based, polar glacier because fresh meltwater will not remain in a
liquid state at these temperatures. Thus Hubbard et al. (2004) suggest that the subglacial
water contained in the overdeepening must be saline.
Along with a local layer of salty water beneath Taylor Glacier, a significant debrisrich basal-ice layer that transitions to marine sediments underlies much of the glacier –
this is known near the margins of the glacier, while the center remains poorly understood
(Pettit et al., 2014). Pettit et al. (2014) use a two-layer flowband model and set an ice
temperature of -17 °C to define the characteristics of this distinct basal-ice layer that they
claim accounts for surface velocities elevated 30 to 50 times those predicted by Glen’s
flow law. Robinson (1984) attributes ~60% of Taylor Glacier’s surface velocity to basal
slip, while Kavanaugh and Cuffey (2009) use revised thickness estimates and new
analyses of force balance and longitudinal coupling to suggest that Taylor Glacier
experiences no basal sliding and instead moves entirely due to internal deformation. The
latter study, however, does not consider the lower 1 km of Taylor Glacier, which leaves
open the possibility for some basal sliding. Pettit et al. (2014) propose a new mechanism
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of movement and show that an extensive layer of basal ice 10–15 m thick and 20–40
times softer than clean, cold, unsalty glacier ice is required to explain Taylor Glacier’s
surface speeds that are 20 times greater than Glen’s flow law predicts for cold, thin ice.
This basal-ice layer likely varies spatially in thickness and viscosity based on the glacier
ice thickness and surface speeds. Its softness could be an indicator of the concentration of
salts in the basal-ice and underlying sediments. Thus, if Hubbard et al. (2004) are correct
about the subglacial brine reservoir, then one might expect increased flow speeds above
overdeepened areas beneath Taylor Glacier.

Subglacial Hydraulic System of Taylor Glacier and Blood Falls Brine
The hypersalinity of the brine is likely due to the process of cryoconcentration as
the brine evolves beneath Taylor Glacier (Lyons et al., 2005). The water in the brine
preferentially freezes to the bottom of Taylor Glacier leaving behind a concentrate. The
brine is likely liquid 3-6 km upstream of the terminus and at the brine’s pressure-melt
temperature. Just from Hubbard et al.’s (2004) study, it is unknown whether there is brine
at the bed near the terminus. The surface brine at Blood Falls may be more dilute than the
source brine because glacial melt occurs primarily at the terminus where the brine
discharges. Carmichael et al. (2012) suggest that meltwater inundates the brine discharge
crack. A hypothesis of brine-meltwater mixing is supported by observations that some of
the salts are increasingly dissolving through the duration of a single flow event and over
years of observation (Black and Bowser, 1968; Lyons et al., 2005). Their evidence lies in
the changing chemistry of Blood Falls from NaCl rich to more Na2SO4 rich over time.
To date, only Carmichael et al. (2012) have considered possible mechanisms
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forcing subglacial brine to the surface. They explain that volumetric expansion within
Taylor Glacier due to meltwater input and a likely pressurized brine source creates tensile
cracking parallel to the December 2006 Blood Falls crack. Down-cutting of nearby
channels will intensify the tensile stress and cause the tip of the Blood Falls crack to
propagate (Carmichael et al., 2012). The crack would act as a low-pressure ‘conduit’
through which brine would preferentially flow to the surface. The main Blood Falls crack
acts as a water catchment for the local melt water thus increasing the hydrostatic pressure
that counteracts the deviatoric stress acting to close the crack and allows the crack to
remain open for brine to flow out (Carmichael et al., 2012). If brine is present englacially,
then the warm ice containing the brine would have a lower fracture toughness than the
surrounding ice and allow for cracks to more easily penetrate the englacial brine
reservoir. Cameras collecting pictures of Blood Falls through the previously unobserved
winter months in 2014 showed brine release in May (E. Pettit, personal communication).
The lack of meltwater in May requires us to alter or reject Carmichael et al.’s (2012)
hypothesis.
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Chapter IV -- Methods
Ground-Penetrating Radar
GPR transmits a peak monopulse of energy in the form of electromagnetic wave in
a double conical shape; Figure 4). The waves then encounter boundaries between
materials with different dielectric constants and either reflect off or continue across the
boundary (Figure 5). The dielectric constant of a material (Table 1) is an electrical
property determined by the real part of the complex electric permittivity of the material
(ε) relative to that of a vacuum (ε0 = 1). The permittivity describes how easily charges
separate in the presence of an electric field. If the gradient between the dielectric
constants (dielectric difference over boundary distance) of the two materials is sharp,
more wave energy will be reflected and less energy will be transmitted across the
boundary. The GPR receiver detects reflected waves and records the two-way travel time
(TWTT) and energy intensity (amplitude) for each wave. The amplitude of the reflection
signals allows us to differentiate between boundaries with greater or lesser dielectric
constant gradients across the boundaries. The sharper gradients will create highamplitude reflections, while the diffuse boundaries will cause low-amplitude reflections.
Combining the TWTT with the propagation velocity (v) at which the electromagnetic
wave travels through different materials allows one to calculate the depth (d) of material
boundaries below the surface.
𝑑=

!"!!
!
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(1)

Equation 1 becomes more complex when the subsurface is made up of multiple materials
with different wave-propagation velocities.
GPR data are ideally collected linearly along a horizontal surface and the
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measurement locations must be equally spaced. Due to the ruggedness of the terrain on
Taylor Glacier’s terminus, we used a measuring tape to ensure equal spacing of point
measurements. During a measurement at a single location, the instrument will send out
multiple monopulses (i.e. waves that are one wavelength long). Each pulse returns a
waveform (a GPR-recorded waveform is called a trace) that combines all the reflections
recorded from the original monopulse. Averaging every trace at one measurement
location reduces the noise in the data. This is called stacking, and the number of
monopulses transmitted at one location is equivalent to the number of traces stacked to
produce the final dataset. The preset frequency and resulting wavelength of the
instrument determine the sounding depth and resolution of the data. Lower frequencies
with longer wavelengths will travel further through ice and allow for greater sounding
depths, whereas higher frequencies and shorter wavelengths will give higher data
resolution, but less penetration. The data resolution generally corresponds to one quarter
of the wavelength.
There are several different types of GPR surveys (Figure 6). Each type collects
measurements along a straight line in order to easily relate neighboring data traces in
three-dimensional space. The most common survey type is common offset mode (COM)
where the transmitter and receiver antennas remain the same distance apart through the
entire survey. The next most common survey type is common midpoint mode (CMP)
where the transmitter and receiver antennas are equidistant from a center point and move
farther apart from each other. A COM survey will collect data from beneath the entire
transect creating a cross-sectional image of the subsurface, while a CMP survey collects
data at a single surface position and every depth. The COM survey is used to understand
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the geometry of features with depth and a CMP survey provides more detailed
information about changes in subsurface materials with depth because it samples each
depth individually at a single location. All of the GPR transects in this study use COM
surveys, however, the middle perpendicular transect was surveyed using both COM and
CMP.
The reflection geometries produced by a COM survey are not representative of the
geometry of the actual subsurface feature because the plotting methods of the trace data
incorrectly interpret each signal as a wave reflected off a feature directly below the
instrument. This is an incorrect assumption because each monopulse is sent out and
returned from multiple directions and reflections are consequently recorded to the sides
and above the instrument as well as directly below. Thus, it is important to differentiate
between different types of reflections. The first signal received should be the airwave,
which is the wave that travels directly from the transmitter to the receiver above the
surface of the ice. The electromagnetic waves travel faster through air than ice and thus
early reflection signals may also include reflections off nearby cliffs and hill slopes. It is
also possible that waves will reflect several times between two boundaries within the ice
before returning to the receiver. This returns a series of identical reflection patterns,
closely spaced temporally, called multiples. Materials such as water and metal will often
have sharp boundaries with very different dielectric constants from ice and thus the
strength of their reflection signals can obscure nearby signals in the ice. For example, a
supraglacial pond will reflect almost all the energy of a wave and consequently no
features can be “seen” below. Long, vertical metal objects, such as ice screws or metal
marking poles, also cause high-amplitude, vertically-oriented reflections.
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The multidirectionality of the transmitted monopulse and returning waves allows
the instrument to pick up reflections from a single feature at multiple measurement
locations along the survey. As a result, the reflection of the feature will not match the
actual geometry of the feature. Point features will produce concave-down hyperbolic
reflections (Figure 7); vertical tubes in a glacier (such as moulins, crevasses, or survey
poles) are usually filled with air or water and the result are high amplitude stacked
hyperbolas; vertical planes in the subsurface can leave gaps in the data; and horizontal to
near-horizontal planar features will have the most similar reflection geometry to the
actual geometry. The actual geometry of a feature can be deduced from a reflection
geometry using a technique called migration. Migration undoes the interpretation that
every reflection signal occurs below the instrument by placing the signal in its original
position (Figure 8). In order to properly migrate a feature, it is essential to know the
velocity of the electromagnetic waves in every material involved (see TWTT-to-depth
conversion using velocity in equation 1). For water-free, glacier ice below the pressuremelt temperature this velocity is 0.167 m/ns (Table 1). Inclusions of sediment, water, and
air can lower this value.

Field Methods
Using a combination of areal imagery from the Polar Geospatial Center and passive
seismic data collected during an episode of active brine discharge (Carmichael et al.,
2012), we created a grid of crossflow GPR transects covering an area under which we
hypothesized that englacial brine may exist. The imagery shows that Blood Falls
discharges at the same location with only minor variations in geometry year to year and
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the passive seismic data, collected during active discharge December 2006, show that
≥75% of recorded repetitive icequakes had epicenters near the crack from which brine
flowed (Carmichael et al., 2012). If a linear conduit feeds Blood Falls, then it likely
trends similarly to the seismic epicenters and crack systems. Consequently, gridlines
perpendicular to the trend should create the best cross-sectional image of the potential
conduit. The fifteen 85–125 m long, parallel GPR gridlines (crossflow transects) we
collected are approximately perpendicular to the trend of the seismic data. We spaced the
grid transects ~5 m apart in order to collect a large area of high-resolution data during a
short month-long field season. Seven more transects flesh out the dataset – three
approximately perpendicular to the grid transects (along-flow transects), three parallel
and located upglacier (crossflow transects), and one cross-terminus traverse transect
(another crossflow transect; Figure 9a-b). We collected data for every transect using a
100 MHz pulseEKKO PRO GPR with a 1 m wavelength and set to stack 64 monopulses
recorded at an interval of 0.1 ns. The grid, along-flow, and upglacier crossflow transects
had measurements taken every 0.25 m in order to make the along-transect resolution
equal the vertical resolution or a quarter wavelength. The cross-terminus traverse’s
purposed was to resolve the larger-scale features of the terminus and thus a lower
resolution of measurements taken every 0.5 m allowed us to finish collecting the transect
in a reasonable amount of time and still achieved a resolution of 2:1 horizontal to vertical.
In order to locate our GPR transects, and eventually the englacial features we hoped
to find, we walked each transect with a roving GPS. We collected the GPS data in the
WGS 1984 decimal degrees coordinate system and referenced the ellipsoid as sea level
for elevation measurements. A local GPS base station (near latitude: -77.72 degrees,
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longitude: 162.27 degrees, elevation: 18.4 meters) on the northern shore of the west lobe
of Lake Bonney allowed us to correct our roving GPS data. We correlated the GPS data
to our GPR measurement locations and we developed a new, local coordinate system
with the x,y origin located at the GPS base station and the elevation in reference to sea
level. We then used the GPS data to topographically correct each GPR profile and extract
the three-dimensional coordinates of features picked out of each profile. This local
coordinate system, measured using meters, defines the coordinates on Figures 16a-c, 18ac and 19.

Data Processing Methods
To process the GPR data, I brought the time-domain waveforms for our transects
into MATGPR_R3 (Tzanis, 2010), a script run within MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc.).
Using this script I adjusted the airwave’s first signal to zero nanoseconds, removed the
arithmetic mean (DC component) from each trace, equalized the sum of the absolute
value of the sample in the traces to the mean sum of all the traces, applied an inverseamplitude gain to exponentially emphasize the weaker signals that occur at greater depths
due to wave energy loss (the gain preserves the relative amplitudes of signals based on
dielectric gradient), removed the global background to get rid any background banding
artifacts, and applied a FIR frequency band pass filter to ensure only the inclusion of
waves with frequencies close to that of the transmitted frequency (100 MHz). In order to
correct the signals for surface topography, I assigned GPS coordinates to each trace and
normalized the traces in each profile to the trace with the greatest GPS z-value.
I tried several migrations with different velocity models for the propagation of the
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electromagnetic waves through the glacier. Our few CMP GPR transects did not provide
enough information to create a horizontally layered velocity model. Each CMP transect
was too short to show enough parabolic curvature to match parabolas specifying the
depth and velocity of each ice layer at that location. Next I tried Bradford and Harper’s
(2005) migration velocity analysis to create a two-dimensional velocity map for each
transect. This method forms a complex velocity model taking into account both spatial
variations and layered changes with depth. The technique involves first finding the
velocity that ‘best’ migrates each feature on the profile and then interpolating between
the velocities to attain a 2D velocity map. The ‘best’ migration is the velocity at which a
hyperbola becomes a point, but often a range of velocities will migrate a hyperbola to a
point reflector. However, I did not have enough features in each profile to create
reasonable velocity maps.
I settled on the simplest approach of assuming the electromagnetic waves travel
through the ice at a uniform 0.167 m/ns. Although this assumption is not entirely correct,
this velocity is a good generalization for glacier ice and it will allow for general
interpretations of the data because the GPR features we found are large and indistinct
enough that a different velocity model would not greatly affect my depth or geometric
analyses. Most workers place the value of electromagnetic wave propagation velocity
between 0.165 m/ns and 0.170 m/ns (Table 1). To give you an idea of how little the depth
estimate changes for velocities within this range, a TWTT of 400 ns, which is the
approximate location of our prominent feature, paired with a velocity of 0.165 m/ns will
give a depth of 33 m, while the same TWTT with a velocity of 0.170 m/ns will give a
depth of 34 m. This difference of 1 m is much higher than the GPR features I investigate
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in this study. Even so, we must remember that the uniform use of 0.167 m/ns to calculate
feature depths may introduce increasing error with depth.
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Chapter V -- Results
Direct Observations of GPR Data
The GPR profiles for every grid transect show several distinct sets of reflections
(Figures 10-15). The first is a high-amplitude, subhorizontal reflection <30 m to >50 m in
depth and continuous across the profile except for a break in the reflection that occurs in
every profile (Figure 10). This break consistently occurs near a downwarping of the
subhorizontal reflector. The second set of reflections is located above the break in the
subhorizontal reflection and shows up as a messy hyperbola stack in the unmigrated
profile and a cluster of points in the migrated profile (see “scattered reflection” in Figure
10).
The subhorizontal reflection that shows up in every GPR transect is likely the
reflection caused by a sharp transition between debris-free ice and the debris-rich, soft
basal ice layer described by Pettit et al. (2014). We conclude that this reflection does not
result from an ice-bedrock contact because Pettit et al. (2014) and Robinson (1984) have
shown that Taylor Glacier’s debris-rich basal ice gradually transitions to the underlying
marine sediments. Thus, I will call the subhorizontal reflection the basal reflection with
the understanding that this reflection is likely caused by the transition between debris-free
ice and the debris-rich basal ice layer (interpretation supported by Murray et al., 2000).
The break in the basal reflection occurs directly below another primary reflection.
This reflection, unmigrated, is an unorganized hyperbola stack and, migrated, is a point
cluster and will hereon out be called the scattering zone (Figure 10-11). Each hyperbola
and point visually has a similar reflection amplitude and the boundary of the hyperbola
stack and point cluster is unclear. The scattered appearance of this reflection suggests the
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absence of a sharp boundary or the presence of a material that scatters incoming waves
and obscures geometry. At our 17th and possibly 18th crossflow grid transect (Figure 9b),
two of these scattering zones appear, each over a separate break in the basal reflection
(Figure 12). The crossflow transects farthest upglacier, 20 and 21 (Figure 9a) show no
scattering zones or breaks in the basal reflection (Figure 13). In the three along-flow
transects (Figure 9b), we noticed a high amplitude, relatively horizontal englacial
reflection above a more complex basal reflection containing overlapping and missing
sections (Figure 14).
The same basal reflection, including the break, and the scattering zone appear in the
cross-terminus traverse profile on the far north side of the transect (Figure 15). South of
the scattering zone at a similar elevation along the transect, two distinct, high amplitude,
vertically stacked hyperbolic reflections appear. The amplitude of the bottom reflection
suggests a sharp dielectric gradient between materials. The northern edges of these two
hyperbolas do appear in the nine upglacier grid transect profiles 7-15 (Figure 9b). Further
investigations into these hyperbolas and the bench and troughs in the basal reflector
below them may yield more information concerning Blood Falls brine, however, this
paper does not discuss them further. A preliminary hypothesis includes the bench as a
subglacial channel for brine and the paired hyperbolas as more distinct englacial brine
features. Another important observation is that the cross-terminus traverse shows the
basal reflection to drop to levels up to 18 m below sea level for >270 m in the central part
of the transect.
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Visualization
I picked out the geographic coordinates of the migrated basal reflection without
interpolating across the break in the reflection. Then I picked out the ‘peaks’ of the
uppermost and most obvious hyperbolas in the unmigrated profiles. Next I picked the
scattering zone from the migrated profiles by visually approximating the center of the
point cluster and choosing a circle that encompassed the densest portion of the points.
Graphing the coordinate of the features from every grid profile in three dimensions
showed aligning linear trends between the basal reflection break, the center of the point
cluster, and the circle encompassing each point cluster (Figure 16a-c). Note that the
geometry of the scattering zone shown in the three-dimensional plots may not be the real
geometry of this feature because of the scattering effect this area has on electromagnetic
waves. Instead, I treat the geometry shown in Figures 16a-c and 19 as purely an artifact
of how I picked the features from the GPR profiles and leave open alternative geometric
interpretations of the scattering zone. For example, Barrett et al. (2008) interpret their
scattering zone as sets of planar features. Graphing the center of the scattering zone with
the ice surface and the coordinates of the Dec. 2006 crack showed the linear trend (Figure
17) to closely match the crack’s trend and to approach the surface near Blood Falls
(Figure 16c).
Using the coordinates extracted from the basal reflection, I interpolated the
topography of this basal reflector and calculated the hydraulic potential for this surface. I
used the basal layer topography as an approximation for the bed-surface geometry and
applied Shreve’s (1972) relation:
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where φ = hydraulic potential (Pa)
ρw and ρi = density of water (1000 kg/m3) and ice

(917 kg/m3) respectively

B = bed elevation (m)
S = ice surface elevation (m)
g = acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
f = factor between 0 and 1 indicating bed and atmosphere connectivity

When f=1, this relationship models a bed surface fully isolated from the atmosphere and,
when f=0, the model assumes the bed is completely connected to the atmosphere. I
calculated the hydraulic potential at the bed surface for full, partial (half), and no
connectivity with the atmosphere (Figure 18a-c). Note that liquid water will flow from
high to low hydraulic potential. With full connectivity (f=0.0), the hydraulic potential
surface is linearly related to the basal-surface geometry (see equation 2 and compare
Figure 18a to 16a). With no connectivity (f=1.0), the hydraulic potential surface is very
close to a linear function of the ice-surface geometry (see equation 2). With partial
connectivity (f=0.5), the hydraulic potential surface is primarily driven by the geometry
of the basal layer topography.
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Chapter VI -- Discussion
Englacial Brine
The scattering effect of the scattering zone on electromagnetic waves suggests we
are looking at the top of a zone of water-saturated, and thus warmer, ice (Murray et al.,
2000; Barrett et al., 2008). The scatter effect likely causes the break in the basal reflection
(Smith and Evans, 1972) due to the inability of electromagnetic waves to directly reflect
off the transition to basal ice. Another possibility is that the ice here contains many small
pockets of air. This interpretation is unlikely because of the downwarping affect the
scattering zone has on the basal reflector. Because electromagnetic waves travel faster
through air than ice, the presence of air pockets should instead create an upwarping of the
basal reflector. If the scattering zone does represent an area of warm or water-laden ice,
then the pull-down effect on the basal reflector at the break is caused by the increased
two-way travel time (TWTT) of the reflecting electromagnetic wave as it slows down
waves propagating through the water-saturated ice (Table 1). Ice containing impurities
such as salts or other debris will also slow down propagating waves.
Once identified, I used equations 3 and 4 to estimate a possible water content of the
scattering zone. This estimate would show how much water is required to create the
downwarping seen in our GPR profiles, however, by calculating it, I am not excluding
other conceivable interpretations of this scattering zone. To calculate water content, I use
the unmigrated GPR profiles to interpolate flat basal topography over the depressed
portions of the basal reflection. Using the interpolated basal topography I found the
TWTT for the zone of water-saturated ice (tz) and for the amount of downwarping (td) as
calculated on the edge of the visible basal reflection and used them to calculate the wave
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propagation velocity through the water-saturated ice (vw) assuming a velocity of 0.167
m/ns for the dry ice (vd):
𝑣!    =   

!! ∗!!
!! !!!

(3)

In calculating tz, I assumed that the water-saturated ice extended down to the basal layer,
which is as good assumption as any because the GPR data gives no indication of the
vertical extent of the scattering zone. Using this velocity (vw) averaging at 0.144 m/ns, I
applied Smith and Evans’ (1972) equations to calculate percent water content (W) for
dispersed water within ice:
𝑊 = 300 ∗

! !
!!!
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(4)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, εd is the dielectric constant of cold dry ice
(~3.2), and εw is the dielectric constant of water (~86 for fresh meltwater). I am assuming
freshwater here because Equations 3 and 4 were formed to calculate the concentration of
fresh meltwater within glacier ice. I will address the affects of saltwater on this
calculation later on. I found a range for W varying between 2.1% and 6.0% and averaging
around 4% for the englacial scattering zone of water-saturated ice near Blood Falls. This
means that the downwarping of the basal reflector requires the water-saturated ice to have
4% water content, or less if there is sediment or brine also entrained within the ice that
will also act to depress wave propagation velocity (Murray et al., 2000; Macheret et al.,
1993; Smith and Evans, 1972).
Taylor Glacier’s thermal regime defines it as a polar glacier; however, I have
shown above that it likely contains an englacial area of water-saturated or warm ice.
Because of its proximity to Blood Falls and the Dec. 2006 Blood Falls crack, I
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hypothesize that this water-saturated ice contains brine. The hypersalinity of the brine
allows it to remain liquid at subfreezing temperatures (Hubbard et al., 2004). This last
field season Nov.-Dec. 2014, a portion of the MIDGE team drilled above this area of
warm ice (Appendix A gives coordinates for the location) and extracted pressurized brine
(latitude: -77.72260 degrees, longitude: 162.26923 degrees, elevation: 35.0 meters) at 7.1°C from ~-17 °C surrounding ice (Bernd Dachwald personal communication; Figure
19). The temperature of the extracted brine closely matches the temperature of -7.8 °C
Hubbard et al. (2004) found for the hypothesized subglacial reservoir of brine 3-6 km
upglacier from the terminus. Thus it is likely that the englacial brine recently arrived
from its subglacial source.
The fact that liters of brine came out pressurized during extraction does not fit
well with our estimates of <4% brine content because if the drill team hit one large
pocket of brine, then others likely exist given the extent of the scattering zone. Though it
is possible, it is difficult for me to believe many large pockets of brine closely located
within the scattering zone would not amount to greater than 4% water content. One
possibility for the seemingly low calculated brine content is that the vertical extent of the
englacial brine does not reach the basal layer as assumed and instead the zone is much
thinner. If a thinner layer of brine-saturated ice caused the same amount of downwarping
in the basal topography, then the layer would require a higher percentage of brine in order
to have a greater slowing effect on the propagation velocity of the waves. Another
possibility is that the basal reflection experienced greater downwarping than I was
capable of measuring. Greater downwarping would also require a higher water content.
Barrett et al. (2008) interpret a very similar scattering zone as large water-filled cavities
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along fault planes. They identify each stack of hyperbolas as a different fault plane along
which water exists. If the case is similar in Taylor Glacier, then the presence of large
brine-filled cavities would require a greater brine content than 4% and thus I could
deduce that, either the scattering zone does not extend vertically to the basal ice or the
downwarping is greater than I am capable of accurately measuring.

Subglacial and Englacial Brine Extent
If the brine originates from and is contained in marine sediments trapped in an
overdeepened basin below Taylor Glacier, then the cross-terminus traverse basal reflector
showing an overdeepened area dipping below sea level (Figure 15) suggests there may be
brine at the bed of the glacier at the terminus. Using Pettit et al.’s (2014) estimate of the
basal ice layer thickness, the actual bed of the glacier is 10-15 m below the basal
reflection. Hubbard et al.’s (2004) GPR survey concluded that Taylor Glacier’s bed is
above sea level from the terminus to 3 km upglacier where the bed then dips below sea
level in an overdeepened area for a distance of 3 km. Their elevation error estimates of up
to 75 m, however, allow for their basal layer topography to dip below sea level at the
terminus as well. Hubbard et al.’s (2004) bed elevation error is much higher than ours
because the coarse resolution of their GPR transects does not cover Taylor Glacier’s
terminus well. Thus the interpolation between their known basal elevations will cause
much greater error. The magnitude of their error and our GPR data show that the
overdeepending observed by Hubbard et al. (2004), and interpreted by them to be a brine
source, may extend down to the terminus. The brine reservoir, however, likely narrows in
lateral extent to ~270 m as it approaches the terminus as evidenced by Hubbard et al.’s
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(2004) basal thermal modeling and the geometry of the glacier and bed surface as seen in
our cross terminus traverse. The existence of subglacial brine near the terminus would
allow the brine to release continuously at the bed into the west lobe of Lake Bonney.
The exact extent of the englacial brine is still unknown. The scattering zone found
in the crossflow GPR profiles does not provide evidence for the geometry of the brine
and thus the zone of brine-saturated ice can only be roughly estimated (Appendix A -Scattering Zone Location). Not included in Appendix A are coordinates for where two
scattered reflections occur in the crossflow transects further upglacier. These suggest that
the lateral extent of the englacial brine may be more complex than the linear feature in
Figure 16a-c suggests. However, the along-flow transects do confirm at least one very
linear englacial feature near Blood Falls (Figure 14). The englacial feature appears linear
in the along-flow transects because they follow the feature reflecting off the ‘top’ of it,
whereas the scattering zone in the crossflow transects is a cross section of this linear
feature. It is unclear why the along-flow transects have a much more defined reflection of
the englacial feature than the crossflow transects. The scattering zone appears to laterally
disappear upglacier or just diverge either towards or away from the center of the glacier
as evidenced by lack of a scattered reflection in the two transects furthest from the
terminus (Figure 9a, 13 and 17). The englacial zone likely extends vertically from 10-20
m below the ice surface to somewhere above the basal ice surface as evidenced by the
mismatch between the brine content estimate of <4% and both the pressurized extraction
and interpretation by Barrett et al. (2008) for large water-filled cavities in the scattering
zone.
Figures 16 give a false idea that the brine-saturated zone is contained within a
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conduit-shaped feature. Although a conduit-like feature may be possible, it is much more
likely that, given the polar classification of Taylor Glacier and observations of brinereleasing cracks, the brine became englacial through crevasse-like features and the
geometry of the zone mimics fracture patterns (Fountain et al., 2005). The double
scattered reflections, evident in transects 17 and 18 (Figure 9b), suggest that there may be
a more complex network of englacial brine and this would more likely develop in
conjunction with a system of fractures. It is likely that the englacial brine becomes
englacial near the terminus as evidenced by the temperature similarity to the extracted
brine (-7.1 °C) and the hypothesized brine reservoir 3-6 km upglacier (-7.8 °C) (Hubbard
et al., 2004). Additionally, polar glaciers lack developed drainage systems through which
the brine could travel englacially for long distances and thus the brine must transition
from subglacial to englacial near Blood Falls.

Mechanisms Controlling Brine Release to the Surface
The hydraulic potential surfaces based on the basal reflection all show a general
trend of high potential upglacier grading to low potential near the terminus. Because
these surfaces are based on our approximation for the bed geometry, we reference them
in assessing how liquid may act at the bed. When the basal layer is completely isolated
from the atmosphere then a ridge of high hydraulic potential, underneath the thick ice
bordering the surface melt channel, acts as a barrier to liquid flowing towards the center
of the glacier. No other features in the hydraulic potential maps constrain fluids to exiting
near Blood Falls. Ice-cored, terminal moraines at the north end of the terminus wrap
partway up the side of the glacier and could also act as a barrier to liquid escape at the
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bed (Figure 3).
What other mechanisms could act to constrain the brine to the Blood Falls location
and force the brine to the surface? Murray et al. (2000) note that water will flow from the
bed to the surface where there is a transition from warm, water-filled to cold, water-free
ice with a physical barrier to seal in and pressurize the basal water. The pressurized basal
water then escapes to the surface through structural faults or, alternatively, it can leak out
as groundwater through regions not frozen to the bed (Murray et al, 2000). After finding
a GPR reflection very similar to the one identifying englacial brine near Blood Falls,
Barrett et al. (2008) suggest faults as a means to conveying water to the surface.
We hypothesize that brine-laden basal ice transitions to either brine-free ice close to
the side of the glacier or ice-cored moraines at the edges of the glacier. This transition
seals in the brine and allows pressure to build up as brine flows in from an upglacier
source. Following the model of Carmichael et al. (2012) relating brine release to the
opening of a local crack, we hypothesize that when a surface crack opens up above the
brine at that transition, brine flows down the pressure gradient and exits at the surface.
Refreezing of the crack may trap the brine below Blood Falls and cause further and faster
pressure buildup. If the brine is pressurized only at Blood Falls and at no other location,
then the position of the surface flow would not change. The flow pattern of Blood Falls
would thus be contingent on the timing of a crack opening in that location and the rate of
pressure buildup. This hypothesis suggests that pressure buildup of the brine may be
occurring both at the bed and within the ice if the englacial and subglacial systems are
fully integrated below Blood Falls. The scattering effect of the brine-laden ice on the
electromagnetic waves of the GPR does not allow us to image the ice below the
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uppermost transition to brine-laden ice.

Summary of Discussion: The Full Picture
Using our GPR data in reference to applicable published studies, the current study
has refined and created hypotheses concerning the location and movement of Blood Falls
brine through Taylor Glacier. The following paragraphs summarize the current
knowledge of and hypotheses concerning Blood Falls brine in light of this study’s
contribution.
The brine likely originates from a subglacial brine reservoir of unconsolidated,
brine-saturated marine sediments and diamictite. This reservoir likely extends from the
terminus to >6 km upglacier. Due to the favorable pressure gradient down glacier, the
brine likely flows or percolates continuously and slowly down valley through the porous
sediment. The extent of the brine in the sediments may concentrate in thinner pathways
as it nears the terminus as evidenced by the narrowing of the overdeepening of the bed
and the glacier, the thermal modeling done by Hubbard et al. (2004), and the limited
locations at which the brine exits at the terminus. The extent of the brine reservoir is
evidence for a continuous subglacial brine seep into Lake Bonney.
Within a few hundred meters of the terminus, the brine likely becomes englacial.
Through a system of fractures, the subglacial brine finds a favorable pressure gradient
pathway up into the ice. These fractures are either numerous and smaller than our GPR
resolution of 0.25 m or few and large in order to allow substantial amounts of brine to
concentrate in a single zone. Given that there are no large cavities within the glacier ice
near Blood Falls, the brine is either more likely to occupy the former type of fracture
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system or any large fractures must close quickly due to internal ice deformation. Other
geometries are possible and each would change the character of the scattering zone.
Forward modeling is required in order to better refine the number, size, and geometry of
these potential fractures.
At this point the brine is surrounded by much colder ice (~-17 °C), but it does not
freeze entirely because it is highly saline – even more so through the process of
cryoconcentration. The brine likely has a short englacial residency time given that the
extracted brine temperature closely matches the subglacial reservoir temperature. The
englacial brine is likely pressurized by one of two methods; it is either fed by the
continuous flow of subglacial brine and remains connected to the bed or it is sealed off by
ice through freezing – resulting in cryoconcentration – of the brine or internal
deformation of the glacier ice. Given the temperature difference of the brine and
surrounding ice and the short englacial residency time of the brine, englacial freezing of
the brine is a less likely hypothesis. Better knowledge of the vertical extent of the
englacial brine would resolve this question. Englacial brine likely occurs only near Blood
Falls given that, a) it is the only surface seep of brine and, b) the cross-terminus traverse
transect does not show any other scattering zones. It is still unclear as to why brine only
becomes englacial near Blood Falls.
When a crack at the surface opens above the englacial brine, either the crack or a
structural fault easily propagates downwards into the warm ice due to its decreased brittle
strength. When this extending crack or fault penetrates the pressurized reservoir, it
provides a favorable pressure gradient for the brine to surface. The englacial reservoir is
then depleted, mostly depleted, or sealed off from the surface – likely by the closing of
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the crack. Given that the englacial brine is still warm and that there are no other brine
reflections seen in the GPR data, the englacial reservoir is likely depleted.
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Chapter VII -- Conclusion
Key Points
Blood Falls brine is sourced from a reservoir that likely extends from the terminus
of Taylor Glacier to ~6 km upglacier. The brine travels from high to low hydraulic
potential gradients – generally towards the terminus. Near Blood Falls, the combination
of ice-cored moraines, hydraulic potential highs, and something similar to an area of
basal crevassing creates a favorable hydraulic potential pathway for the brine to become
englacial. Continuous flow of brine into the englacial reservoir keeps the brine at ~-7 °C
and pressurized. When surface stresses open up a crack that penetrates this englacial
reservoir, another favorable hydraulic potential pathway is created and the englacial brine
flows out to the surface. The presence of brine underneath and within the ice near Blood
Falls weakens the glacier ice and expedites the processes of basal and surface crevassing
that ultimately allow brine to seep out at Blood Falls.

Further Questions
This study identified the approximate location of englacial brine near Blood Falls.
Using this information a successful extraction of this brine by the MIDGE team occurred
during the 2014 Antarctic field season. Now geochemical and microbiological analyses
of unoxidized brine can move forward and help us better understand the history of the
Dry Valleys and the microbes as a proxy for extraterrestrial life. Although this study
sheds light on the geophysical aspects of Blood Falls brine, I hesitate to draw firm
implications from our conclusions before further study concerning the location, extent,
concentration, and movement of Blood Falls brine from its source to the surface. The
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following are many questions that have yet to be fully answered. For the subglacial brine:
• Is the brine at the bed of Taylor Glacier in the marine sediments? Are the sediments
saturated or does the brine pool?
• How fast and via what pathways does the brine travel downglacier?
• Does subglacial brine continuously seep out into Lake Bonney?
• Where and how does the brine pass up through the basal ice layer?
For the englacial brine:
• How and where does the brine become englacial? Is the englacial brine system
continuously fed by subglacial brine? Is there englacial brine elsewhere in the
glacier?
• What form does the brine take when it is englacial (diffuse along crystal boundaries
or concentrated in fractures or small conduits)?
• Does the form and concentration of the englacial brine change over time?
• What is the residence time of englacial brine?
For the supraglacial brine:
• What causes the brine to surface?
• Why does the brine only surface at Blood Falls?
Some of these questions overlap and many will be very difficult to answer. In order to
continue to address the above inquiries, I would suggest more high-resolution GPR
surveys following our englacial feature upglacier, analysis of our GPS and passive
seismic data, and closer observation of brine releasing cracks.
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Figures

Figure 1a. Study location – Taylor Valley. Blood Falls is located on Taylor Glacier’s
terminus in Taylor Valley, the northern most valley of the McMurdo Dry Valleys.
Opening onto Ross Sound near the United States’ McMurdo Base, the Dry Valleys area
is the driest cold desert on earth (Mikucki et al., 2004). The Antarctic background map is
taken from http://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/antarctica-outline.html; the
McMurdo Dry Valleys map is a Landsat 7 image acquired December 18, 1999; and
photos are by the author.
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Figure 1b. Study location – Blood Falls. Blood Falls is located on the north side of
Taylor Glacier’s terminus and drains into the West Lobe of Lake Bonney. Photos are by
the author.
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Figure 1c. Hypothesized brine reservoir. (A) The area hypothesized by Hubbard et al.
(2004) to be the source of the brine ~3-6 km upglacier from the terminus. (B) The same
reservoir area shown on Landsat 7 imagery of Taylor glacier. The Taylor Valley map is a
Landsat 7 image acquired December 18, 1999.
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Figure 2. Blood Falls in Nov.-Dec. 2013. Remnant, frozen brine from past flows is
evident on the northern terminal face of Taylor Glacier; the terminal ice-cored moraines
and the perennial ice on Lake Bonney are in the foreground. See three people by the
arrow in the upper left of Blood Falls for scale. Photo is by the author.
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Figure 3. Areal imagery shows features at the Taylor Glacier terminus. Ice-cored
moraines exist on both the north and south end of Taylor Glacier’s terminus (northern
moraines shown here and outlined in black). The bottom left inset shows the December
2006 crack (highlighted in red) overlain on 2008 Digital Globe imagery. This view is
similar to Figure 9b. The upper right inset shows an example of a brine pocket found in
Lake Bonney’s perennial lake ice. The background imagery is GNES/Astrium imagery
2013.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the GPR transmitter. The transmitter (Tx) sends out a
peak monopulse of energy in a double conical form. Note that the exact shapes of the
conical forms are not necessarily representative of the true proportions.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of GPR measurements. The transmitter (Tx) sends out
waves that both reflect off boundaries within the ice and propagate across boundaries.
This figure shows examples of two different sampling locations (s1-2). Boundaries are
delineated by different dielectric constants (ε) and dashed lines. The solid blue lines
represent waves with the correct angle of incidence to reflect off the first boundary and
be recorded by the receiver (Rx). The red lines represent waves with the correct angle of
incidence for the second boundary to be recorded. The dashed blue and red lines
represent waves that travel across a boundary or reflect with the wrong angle of incidence
to be recorded by the receiver.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of GPR survey types. The two common types of GPR
surveys include Common Offset Mode (COM) and Common Midpoint Mode (CMP).
Waves are transmitted by the transceiver (Tx) and received and recorded by the receiver
(Rx). s1 and s2 are successional measurement setups and ε1 and ε2 are layers in the ice
with different dielectric constants. Figure modified from Gruber and Ludwig (1996).
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Figure 7. Difference between GPR field measurements and plotted data. Because waves
are transmitted in a double conical form, features can be recorded from multiple
measurement locations (s1-5). Features recorded to the side of the measurement location
are interpreted to be directly below. A COM survey thus results in a point feature having
a hyperbolic reflection.
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Figure 8. Demonstration of migration. Migration reinterprets reflections from directly
below the measurement location back to the location of the actual feature.
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Figure 9a. GPR transect locations overview. The dense grid is our fifteen grid transects
(see Figure 9b for detail). We also took six upglacier transects, three perpendicular
transects, and one cross-terminus traverse. Blood Falls is located northeast of the grid and
Lake Bonney is in the upper right corner of the image. The three large melt channels
dominate the center of the terminus. The base map is taken from 2008 Digital Globe
imagery.
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Figure 9b. GPR transect locations detail. A zoom in of Figure 9a, the dense grid is our
fifteen crossflow grid transects. Four of the crossflow upglacier transects (16-19) are also
captured in this view. Our three along-flow transects can be seen amongst the crossflow
grid transects. The cross-terminus traverse continues off the figure to the south. Blood
Falls is located northeast of the grid. The base map is taken from 2008 Digital Globe
imagery.
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Figure 10. Unmigrated GPR profile. This is the 14th crossflow transect in the grid (Figure
9b). The GPR data shown have been processed except for migration and a topographic
correction. The left side of the profile is the northern edge of the GPR transect; thus we
are looking towards Blood Falls.
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Figure 11. Migrated GPR profile. This is the 14th crossflow transect in the grid (Figure
9b). It is topographically corrected and migrated. Notice the change in bed geometry and
the point reflectors in the scattering zone. The left side of the profile is the northern edge
of the GPR transect; thus we are looking towards Blood Falls.
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Figure 12. Unmigrated GPR profile with two scattering zones. The 17th crossflow
transect (Figure 9b) shows two scattering zones above two respective breaks in the basal
reflection. The left side of the profile is the northern edge of the GPR transect; thus we
are looking towards Blood Falls.
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Figure 13. Unmigrated GPR profile without any scattering zones. This 20th crossflow
transect (Figure 9a) shows a basal reflection and no scattering zones or breaks in the
basal reflection. The left side of the profile is the northern edge of the GPR transect; thus
we are looking towards Blood Falls.
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Figure 14. Unmigrated GPR profile perpendicular to the transect grid. The middle alongflow transect (Figure 9b) shows a horizontal englacial feature and a break in the basal
reflection. The left-hand side of the profile points towards Blood Falls to the East and to
the right (West) is upglacier.
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Figure 15. Cross-terminus traverse GPR profile. The cross-terminus traverse (Figure 9a)
shows that the bed dips below sea level in the middle portion. The Blood Falls scattering
zone and break in the basal reflection can be seen on the far left of the transect. The left
side of the profile is the northern edge of the GPR transect; thus we are looking towards
Lake Bonney in this cross-section.
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Figure 16a. 3D plot of GPR features view 1. Looking directly down at the glacier
surface, Blood Falls is off the top right corner, upglacier is towards the bottom left
corner, the northern lateral cliff is off the top left corner, and the northernmost surface
channel is off the bottom right corner. Reference Figure 9a-b for further orientation. In
the legend, the Basal Surface is the basal layer topography and the colors are indicative of
relative elevation (meters) where red is higher and blue is lower topography.
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Figure 16b. 3D plot of GPR features view 2. Looking south, horizontally through the
glacier from the northern side of the terminus. Blood Falls is to the left, uplgacier is to the
right, and bottom to top one can see the basal layer topography, the englacial picked
scattering zone, and the GPR transects on the ice surface. In the legend, the Basal Surface
is the basal layer topography and the colors are indicative of relative elevation (meters)
where red is higher and blue is lower topography.
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Figure 16c. 3D plot of GPR features view 3. Looking west, horizontally upglacier from
Blood Falls we see the same englacial feature in Figures 16a-b located above the break in
the basal reflection (shown by the red points on top of the basal layer topography). In the
legend, the Basal Surface is the basal layer topography and the colors are indicative of
relative elevation (meters) where red is higher and blue is lower topography.
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Figure 17. Areal location of the scattering zone with respect to Blood Falls, our GPR
transects, and the Dec. 2006 crack. The black lines are the GPR transects, the red points
are the GPS points locating the Dec. 2006 crack, and the green points are the center of the
scattered reflection. Note the two scattering zones on the third transect from the left
(transect 17). Lake Bonney is on the right side of the image. Base map taken from 2008
Digital Globe imagery.
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Figure 18a. Map view hydraulic potential surface connected to the atmosphere. This is
the hydraulic potential surface based on the migrated basal model for f = 0.0 (basal layer
is fully isolated from the atmosphere). Red to blue is high to low hydraulic potential with
!"
the units, !""". This figure has the same extent and orientation as Figure 16a and Figures
18b-c. Looking from above, Blood Falls is off the top right corner, upglacier is off the
bottom left corner, the northern lateral cliff is off the top left corner, and the northernmost
surface channel is off the bottom right corner. Notice that the geometry is similar to the
basal-surface model (see Figure 16a).
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Figure 18b. Map view hydraulic potential surface partially isolated from the atmosphere.
This is the hydraulic potential surface based on the migrated basal model for f = 0.5
(basal layer is half isolated from and half connected to the atmosphere). Red to blue is
!"
high to low hydraulic potential with the units, !""". This figure has the same extent and
orientation as Figure 16a and Figures 18a and 18c. Looking from above, Blood Falls is
off the top right corner, upglacier is off the bottom left corner, the northern lateral cliff is
off the top left corner, and the northernmost surface channel is off the bottom right
corner.
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Figure 18c. Map view hydraulic potential surface isolated from the atmosphere. This is
the hydraulic potential surface based on the migrated basal model for f = 1.0 (basal layer
is fully connected to the atmosphere). Red to blue is high to low hydraulic potential with
!"
the units, !""". This figure has the same extent and orientation as Figure 16a and Figures
18a-b. Looking from above, Blood Falls is off the top right corner, upglacier is off the
bottom left corner, the northern lateral cliff is off the top left corner, and the northernmost
surface channel is off the bottom right corner. This surface geometry is similar to our ice
surface model (not shown).
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Figure 19. 3D plot of GPR features with extraction location. Looking horizontally across
the glacier, approximately to the south, Blood Falls is on the left and upglacier is on the
right. This graph shows (bottom to top) the basal layer topography, the scattering zone
(migrated), the top of the hyperbola stack (unmigrated scattering zone), the location of
the 2014 brine extraction, and the GPS points of the ice surface. In the legend, the Basal
Surface is the basal layer topography and the colors are indicative of relative elevation
(meters) where red is higher and blue is lower topography.
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Tables
Material
Dielectric Constant (ε) Wave Propagation Velocity (m/ns)
Fresh water
80-86
0.033
Seawater
< 80
0.01
Ice (general)
3-4
0.165-0.170
Ice (0°C)
3.24
0.165-0.170
Ice (-40°C)
3.20
0.165-0.170
Air
1
0.30
Dry sand
3-5
0.15
Saturated sand 20-30
0.06
Granite
4-6
0.13
Table 1. Dielectric constant and wave propagation velocity comparison of relevant
materials. Note that these are all experimentally derived and thus approximate values that
will vary by the fabric of the material and impurities. Values borrowed from Smith and
Evans (1972) and Davis and Annan (1989).
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Appendix A -- Scattering Zone Location
Scattering zone centerline coordinates in WGS 1984 decimal degrees with elevation
based off the ellipsoid:
Latitude
Longitude
Elevation
-7.772233e+01
-7.772235e+01
-7.772239e+01
-7.772243e+01
-7.772246e+01
-7.772248e+01
-7.772251e+01
-7.772254e+01
-7.772257e+01
-7.772263e+01
-7.772263e+01
-7.772266e+01
-7.772269e+01
-7.772271e+01
-7.772274e+01
-7.772281e+01
-7.772268e+01
-7.772293e+01
-7.772291e+01

1.622701e+02
1.622699e+02
1.622698e+02
1.622697e+02
1.622695e+02
1.622694e+02
1.622692e+02
1.622691e+02
1.622689e+02
1.622688e+02
1.622686e+02
1.622684e+02
1.622683e+02
1.622681e+02
1.622679e+02
1.622677e+02
1.622654e+02
1.622667e+02
1.622647e+02

2.28e+01
2.25e+01
2.24e+01
2.16e+01
2.20e+01
2.19e+01
2.02e+01
1.98e+01
1.97e+01
2.09e+01
2.01e+01
2.17e+01
2.14e+01
2.15e+01
2.07e+01
1.89e+01
1.72e+01
1.84e+01
1.82e+01

Scattering zone outline location and extent x,y-coordinates in WGS 1984 decimal
degrees:
Latitude
Longitude
-7.772246e+01
-7.772250e+01
-7.772240e+01
-7.772250e+01
-7.772239e+01
-7.772246e+01
-7.772236e+01
-7.772241e+01
-7.772230e+01
-7.772237e+01
-7.772230e+01
-7.772236e+01
-7.772283e+01
-7.772297e+01
-7.772263e+01
-7.772273e+01
-7.772286e+01
-7.772299e+01
-7.772277e+01
-7.772286e+01
-7.772270e+01
-7.772281e+01
-7.772263e+01
-7.772278e+01
-7.772260e+01
-7.772273e+01
-7.772258e+01

	
  

1.622692e+02
1.622695e+02
1.622693e+02
1.622698e+02
1.622695e+02
1.622699e+02
1.622697e+02
1.622699e+02
1.622697e+02
1.622700e+02
1.622700e+02
1.622703e+02
1.622644e+02
1.622649e+02
1.622651e+02
1.622656e+02
1.622663e+02
1.622670e+02
1.622675e+02
1.622679e+02
1.622677e+02
1.622683e+02
1.622677e+02
1.622685e+02
1.622678e+02
1.622686e+02
1.622680e+02
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-7.772274e+01
-7.772256e+01
-7.772268e+01
-7.772255e+01
-7.772266e+01
-7.772251e+01
-7.772261e+01
-7.772250e+01
-7.772258e+01
-7.772246e+01
-7.772254e+01

	
  

1.622689e+02
1.622683e+02
1.622689e+02
1.622685e+02
1.622690e+02
1.622686e+02
1.622691e+02
1.622688e+02
1.622693e+02
1.622690e+02
1.622694e+02
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